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Let Z(S, ; f(x )) denote the polynomial obtained from the cycle Index of the symmetric group 
Z(S,) by replacing each variable s, by f{x’), Let f(x) have a Taylor series with radius of 
convergence p of the form f(x)= .Y’ + a,,,~~*‘+ ak,,:xk~‘+ a.. <with every a, 20. F,inally, Itr 
o< x l < 1 and let x G p. We prove that 
This limit is used to estimate the probabihty (far n and p both large} that a point [chosen at 
random from a random p-point tree has degree n + 1. These limitilng probabilities are 
independent of p and decrease geometrically in n. contrasring with the labe!ecl limiting 
probabilities of l/n!e. 
In order to prove the main the<?rem, an appealing generalization o/r the principle of inclusion 
and exclusion is presented. 
1. htroductiou 
In the paper [(u] we examined the probability that a point chosen at random in a 
large random tree has degree k = n -F- 1. Following the notation of Hararr [2] and 
of Harary and Palmer 131, we let t(x) and L?(x) denote the generating functions for 
ordinary and nvoted trees. These functions have the common radius of convergence 
p, Similarly, we defined G!‘“‘(X) and D’“‘(x) to be the generating functions for the 
total number o.f points with degree k amcjng all ordinary and all planted trees. We 
then found an asymptotic formula for the probability that a point has degree k : 
where the constant b”p/2 is determined from the equation 
The desire IO estimate (1) for large k led the author to seek the asymptotic 
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behavior of the cycle index Z(S,) when evaluated at a function which in turn is 
evaluated at a point. This behavior is given in Sectior 3 as the main theorem of this 
article. but first we devote Section 2 to presenting a needed generalization of the 
principle of inclusion and exclusion. In the final section, we apply the main theorem 
to estimate (1) for large k. 
2. Generalized inclusion and exclusion 
The standard version of the principle of inclusion and exclusion can be found, for 
example, in Hall [1, p,_ 8--y], Liu f4, p. 961091 and Ziiordan [8, p. 50-65]. Given IV 
objects and a set of properties PI, P2,. . ., P,, we derine ek for 0 =G k s n to be the 
number of objects with exactly k of the properties, whereas sk is the sum over all 
k-subsets of properties of the number of objects having those k properties pecified 
by that subset. The principle of inclusion and exclusion is 
ek = 2 (- l)‘-ksl( i)* C-9 
Foilowing Liu 14, p. IO&1051, we define generating functions c (X ) = x e&x Ir arrd 
s(x) = x Sk% Ire Then the generating function version of inclusion and exclusion may 
be written as 
e(x) = s(x - I). 
To generalize this identity, we consider a family 4 = (Pi, 92,. . ., Pm} of apt sets of 
properties where the set Pl consists of properties PI”. Py’, . . ., Pz,‘. Let a = 
(a,, a2.. . ., a, ) be a vector with nonnegative integral coordinates. A set of 
prooerties is called an a-subset of 9 if it has exactly ni properties from pi for every 
i. We let e,, denote the number of objects whose properties comprise an a-subset. 
Similarly, s, dt:notes the sum over all a-subsets S of the number of objects having 
all those prryr,erties specified by S, and possibly additional properties as well. We let 
<ai= &z,,andwewrite~~a*Owhen b 1 2 a, 3 0 for every i. Finally, we define 
generating functions: 
It appears that the theorem stated below can be obtained as an application of 
Rota’s theory of m%ius functions [9], however, we shall give a self contained proof 
based cntuely on generating functions. 
Theorem 2. I. (Generalized principle of inclusion aad exchsion )m 
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or equivalently, 
4(x,, x2,. . .,x,, ) = s(x, -- 1, x? - I,. . ., x,, - I). (8) 
Proof. We begin by obtaining a formula for s,. An object in ep has a fi-subset of 
properties. This object contributes to s, if and only if /3 3 cy. Furthermore, the 
i;umber of times it is Icounted in s, is n ($), since this is the number of CPsubsets 
contained in a given &subset. Summing over all possible /3 yields 
We multiply this identity by x;‘~ xf: l l l xzm, then sum over ali a! 2 0, and refer to 
equation (6) to obtain 
Having interchanged the order of summation on the right, we note that the inner 
sum may be rewritten to yield 
SIX,, x2.. - -. xm ) = f eJ (xl + 1 lb1 
=D 
=e(x,il,X~+l,.... X,-t-l)- (11) 
The simple substitution of xi - 1 for x, will verify equation (8), and then repeated 
application of the binomial theorem will produce equation (7). 
As an immediate corollary, we may enumerate the number of permutations of n 
objects with specified numbers of small orbits. Let 9 = (Sp,, 9% . . ., 9% ) be the 
family in which each set 9, consists of the (:)(i - l)! possible i-cycles in a 
permutation on n objects. The permutation r has property Pi” if the i th i-cycle is a 
cycle in n. The number e,, is just the number of permutations having exactly a, 
cycles of length i for each i G m, To facilitate the presentation of subsequent 
formulas, we introduce four more functions, namely 
(15) 
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Corollary 2.2. The number of permutations in the symmetric group Sn hacling 
exactly a cycles of length i for each i s m is 
This can be estimated for N 2 m by 
e, * n!h, exp - r,, (17) 
with the error term bounded by 
I em -n!h,exp-r,,,)< $n!h,. . W) 
Proof. It is easy to see that ss = n ! hp for II/3 fl s n and sg = 0 otherwise. 
Furthermore, s, n(2) = n ! haha-, whenever I@ 11 G n. Consequently we may sub- 
stitute into eq. 7 of Theorem 2.1 to obtain eq. 16. To estimate this formula, we 
extend the summation to al! /3 2 CY, and then subtract he newly introduced terms to 
maintain equakty: 
en = n!h, c (- l)ip-~ihs..,- 
( 
c (- 1)18-a~!hp-.). (1% 
S’U P=- 
IIPibn 
We let y = /3 - cy, and regroup the terms in the first sum to obtain 
e;, $ c (--lj’h,- 
I=0 ry:=r ,cm c- 1P’hY). , 
Ilv +uil*n 
Now the interior sum otter 1 y I= i is just a multinomiaI expansion for ( - r, )‘/i !, 
and next we recognize the sum over i as the series for exp - r,. Thus, it merely 
fernaim. to bound the last sum in (20), which we shall call the error term E. 
Applying the triangle inequality for absolute values, we conclude tbat 
We next observe that 
(22) 
and consequently, all y included in the aurn in (21) have 1 y 12 ZV. Since every term 
is positive, we can extend the sum to all vectors with f y f 3 N while maintaining the 
inequality: 
/E/S c h., = 2 rG/i!. (23) iyliLN 1-N 
We proceed to estimate this last sum by setting j - i - N and enlarging aI but the 
first two terms to obtam 
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This bound on the error term completes the proof of inequality (18). 
As an example, we apply this corollary to the vector CY = (0,O) to cstirnate e,, the 
number of permutations with no fixed points and no Z-cycles. We observe that 
h, = 1, rz = 1.5, and N = {(n + 1)/2}. The results for n s 10 are presented in Tabk 
1, !‘k_P that for ?z = 10 the actual error is only 0.02%, whereas the bound computed 
from (14) and (48) is 9.02%. In general, we expect he bound to exceed considerably 
the true erro- be*,, suse generous approximations were used to obtain the bound. 
Table 1. Estimation of e, the number of permutations with no fixed points and no kycle!,. 
n 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
c 
1) 
0 
2 
6 
24 
160 
1 140 
8 988 
80 864 
Iv)9 856 
n !h, exp- 1.5 Percentage error 
- 
0 11.e. “3 1 . JO 
0.446 2cio 
1.338 780 33.06 
5.355 124 10.75 
26.775 619 II.56 
Ifs.653 715 0.41 
I 124.576 007 1.37 
8 996.608 057 0. IL1 
80 969.472 510 0.13 
809 694.72.F 100 0.02 
3. The cycle index of the symmetric group 
Now that we have developed the necessary techniques, we present the main 
resuk of this artkle. Recall that Z(S, ; f(x)) denotes the polynomial obtained from 
the cycle index of the symmetric group Z(S,) when each variable s, is replaced by 
f(0 
Theorem 3.1. kt f(x) = xk + akA,Xk+’ + akA2xkL2 + l l l have radiuwf convergence 
p, and assums every aj 20. Let 0 < A =C 1 and let x s p. Then 
*irn 
X 
kn 
u-+*3 
=exp$ (J?+)i 
Prod Let 4s = (PI, 92, ‘ l l t iPn} be the family in which each 
(a(i - I)! pos’sible i-cycles in a permutation. Let 
S(&, X2, l + *, x,) be defined accordingly. We observe that 
(25) 
set 9, consists of the 
e(x,, x2, . . ., x,) and 
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Z(S,; Xl, x:., . . ., x,) = e(x,, x2.. . ., x,)/n!. ( 7) 2 
ext, we apply the principle of inclusion and exclusion to obtain 
Z(S,) = S(XI - 1, x2 - 1,. . ., X” - !)/?I ! 
7 c (- 1)‘vzp(x,- 1p* “(X” - l)% E1B en
iVe may now extend this sum to all /3 2 0, and maintain equality by subtracting the 
sum over iI/3 II> IV. The first sum is evaluated just as in the proof of Corollary 2.2 to 
obtain 
- x (-I)%&- l)“l~+,, - l)“, (29) 
;iPll --n 
or equivalently, 
Next, we replace A’, by f(xi)fxki = 1 + f&-tlx’ + - l l . Recalling thz; 2vet-y a, 20, we 
observe that 
f(d)/Xk’- 1 qjL!__ qx’ = Ax’, 
where A is defined by this equation. By using the triangle inequality for absolute 
values and then substituting the upper bound from (31) into (30), we see that 
(Z(S.:flx):x*)-exp-,~S(~-l)i G & hp(Ax)b~~~~(hx”)bfl. (32) 
I Y ii8 yn 
Now every term on the right has thte factor xUBH, and since 0 < x < 1 and [I#3 II> n, we 
note that xflBu G Pt. We make thi:; substitution, then extend the sum to all /3 2 0, 
ard Ane!ly sum the right hand side to obtain 
I Z(Sn;f(X)/Xk)-eXp- k +?(~-l)~Gx~+iexpAr. 1 SI 
where we recall that r” = z:, l l/i. line last simplification is possible. Since every 
term in Z(S, ;f(x J/x “) has the same denotGnator of xlin, we may write instead 
2: (Sn ; f(x ))/x km. 
We are now ready to take limits a:$ n -+ =. Since r,, G 1 + log n, the iimit of the 
right side is clearly zero. Thus, both left side limits are either infinite or identica& 
The boi#nd In (31; demonstrates that \im,,,errp - X:=1 (lli)(Cf(x’)rx”‘)- I) exists, 
and S~J kq. 25 is verified, To obtain (26), firsrr replace fCx’) by its series, then 
in?erchange order of summazicn, and finally, apply routine manipuMons* 
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4. Asymptotic pmheabilities for points of large degree 
RCnyi [b] showed that the probability that a point in a random large labeled tree 
has degree 1 approaches the limiting value of t/e as the total number of points 
approaches infinity. Meir and Moon [S] extended this result to show that for degree 
k, the limiting value is l/(k - l)! e. In other words, the limiting probability 
decreases as the reciprocal of (k - l)!. We now show that for unlabeled trees this 
decrease is only geometric in k. This conclusion seems to reflect the commonly 
known rule of thumb that ordinary generating functions are appropriate for 
unlabeled problems while exponential ones are suitable for labeled problems. 
Corollary 4.1. For large k, the limiting probability that a point of large unlabeled 
tree has degree k is asymptotic to 
where b”p/2 is given by eq. 2 and the constant c is given by 
c =expz !(-$+- 1). 
t=l 
Proof. We apply Theorem 3.1 to formula (1) to obtain 
(36) 
It remains to show that xrS2 P’“‘(p‘) decreases more rapidly than pk. This is 
accomplished by means of crude estimates. Let A(‘)@, y) be the generating 
function for planted plane trees with points of degree k as the second parameter. 
Then the partial derivative of A with respect to y evaluated at y = 1 is the 
generating functifjn for the number of points of degree k among all p-point planted 
plane trees. Clearly each coefficient dominates the corresponding coefficient Dik’ 
because a planted tree may have more than one embedding in the plane. Thus, 
(37) 
We find that A = A”‘(x, y ) satides the equation 
A =x/(1 -A)+x(y - l)A’-‘, (38) 
and so, for 0 c x < 0.25, 
(39) 
Moreover, we find that for 0 < x < 0.215, 
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Atk’(i, 1) = - /e& xA (x, l)k-‘. 
The equality in (39) provides a simplified bound when x c 2/9: 
A I”@, 1’1 c 2xA “‘(x, l)k ’ < (2x )“. 
S&e 2/9:Bp2>p”>e -0, we may substitute in (37) to obtairl 
2 P’(CI’)C :k (2p’)” = 2kpZk /(1 - p(e)* 
,-? i -2 
(41) 
(42) 
That is, this sum &creases geometrically with ratio at most 2~” whereas by (36) the 
cycle index decreases wish ratio equal to p > 2p2. Thus, asymptotically, the term 
cp” dominates, and so we obtain formula (34). 
In closing, we note that some of the constants that appear here have been 
evaluated in IS]. The radius of convergence is p :E 0.338 321 856 899 l l l . The 
combination b2p/2 is approximately (b’p)/2 = 1.2145 004 l l l . We now find that 
c 2 7.758 lC# 4 l l s, arid so the arlymptotic formula is 
g 
P6 
- 6.380 045 pk’ 
11 is interesting to note that in [83 pz(&+ T(a)) -e cpk was interpreted as the 
limiting probability that a similarity class has degree k, and bZp/2 was found to be 
the average size of an unrestricted similarity class. The fact that the ratio of these 
two quantities gives the limiting probability that a point has degree k can be 
justified by noting that this prob$r;bility ought to equal the probability that a 
similarity class has degree k times the average size of a class with degree k, and 
then divided by the average size of an arbitrary similarity class. Since the average 
size cbf a similarity class of degree k is very close to 1, this factor is trivial in the 
limiting callIe which produces the observed ratio. 
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